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DV 

Misper returned fit and well and has no further concerns Trouble with male 

Info re driver; has no d/l or any docs; no vrm DV

Misper reported Concern for female 

Poss dv Husband assaulted 

Suicidal male Report of misper

Theft of pedal cycle Concern for female

Suicidal male Misper

Concern for student Theft of money 

Threat to self-harm Resident threatened 

Concern for female Suicidal male

Misper has not been seen for 24 hours Incomplete 999 

Complaint Trouble re male 

Misper has failed to return Complaint re female 

Concern for male Incomplete 999 

Misper not seen today Concern for female

Intruders now Concern for Male 

Misper Concern for safety

Report of rape Concern for child 

Damage to window Concern for male 

Req police assistance paramedics at scene Susp veh 

Concern for welfare Misper last seen yesterday

Concern for female Concern for male

Concern for female Comp re males 

Misper has failed to return Concern for female

Fight now - fighting in the street Comp re neighbour 

Possible fight Concern for female 

Concern for baby Trouble with males

Concern for child Concern for male 

Problems with resident Concern for child

Theft Harassment 

Misper has failed to return Trouble with males 

Misper has failed to return Suspicious males 

Misper has failed to return for curfew at 2200 Complaint re neighbour

Child concern to be completed Fight now 

Misper left NSEC Comp re male 

For child concern creation Complaint re neighbour

Incomplete 999 

Theft

Violence

Under the Freedom of Information Act I request:- 

1. Number of incidents which have related to the sheltered accomodation which related to Places for People. 

2. Number of arrests which have been made in NE24 2TF - If this is at all possible. 

3. The type of request - Anti Social Behaviour, unusual activity, drug related etc. 

Misper: has a curfew for 2300 and failed to return

4. A brief description of the incident which occurred in NE24 2TF

I would like to request information surrounding police incidents, number of call outs within the last 12 months for Post code NE24 

2TF, Jubilee Court, Blyth:

Incident at the outset

Total

Anti Social Behaviour (All)

Concern for Safety

Criminal Damage

Generic Administration

Missing Person

Sexual Offence

Suspicious Activity

FOIA - 1180/20 - Call Outs to Jubilee Court, Blyth NE24 2TF 


